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The Landau bands of mirror symmetric 2D Dirac semi-metals (for example odd-layers of ABA-
graphene) can be identified by their parity with respect to mirror symmetry. This symmetry facil-
itates a new class of counter-propagating Hall states. We predict the presence of a Laughlin-like
correlated liquid state, at the charge neutrality point, with opposite but equal electron and hole
filling factors |ν±| = 1/m (m odd). This state exhibits fractionally charged quasi-particle/hole
pair excitations and counter-propagating edge states with opposite parity. Using a bosonized one-
dimensional edge state theory, we show that the fractionally quantized two-terminal longitudinal
conductance, σxx = 2e
2/(mh), is robust to short-ranged inter-mode interactions.
The quantum spin Hall (QSH) state [1, 2], is character-
ized by one-dimensional helical edge states. This results
in a quantized longitudinal two-terminal resistance [3]
along with a vanishing Hall resistance. Time reversal
symmetry in the QSH state is essential, as it forbids back-
scattering of the helical edge modes. Such symmetry
protected topological (SPT) states can also be realized
in Dirac semi-metals (graphene and bilayer graphene)
at neutral charge density in the quantum Hall (QH)
regime. Interactions in the ν = 0 QH state in graphene
and bilayer graphene result in an insulating canted anti-
ferromagnetic (CAF) state [4], due to spontaneous order-
ing of the half-filled spin and valley degenerate Landau
level. As the in-plane magnetic field is increased, this
insulating CAF state transitions to a ferromagnetic state
with counter-propagating spin polarized edge modes and
a quantized two-terminal conductance [4–6]. Here, the
robust quantization requires spin rotational symmetry.
Other interaction induced symmetry protected topologi-
cal (SPT) states, like fractional topological insulators [7]
have also been proposed, but not realized experimentally.
In this Letter, we propose a new class of interacting and
non-interacting SPT phases protected by mirror symme-
try in 2D Dirac semi-metals.
In 2D Dirac semi-metals, Fermi-surface (FS) topology
at neutral charge density can lead to two distinct types
of semi-metallic band structures. Since the conduction
band minima and valance band maxima must coincide
in momentum space, this gives only two distinct possi-
bilities for FS topology. At the charge neutrality point
(CNP), either i) the FS consists of singular points in the
Brillouin zone (BZ) (for example graphene and bilayer
graphene bands), or ii) non-zero electron and hole pock-
ets with, ne = −nh, co-exist at neutral charge density.
The latter FS topology is only robust to perturbations,
if the spinless electron and hole pockets belong to differ-
ent irreducible representations of the lattice symmetry.
The second scenario can be viewed as the analogue of
band inversion in Dirac semi-metals. It is satisfied in the
ABA-stacked trilayer graphene [8, 9].
Layered graphene stacks, held together by van der
Waals forces, add an extra degree of richness to
a)
b)
FIG. 1. Lattice structure of ABA-trilayer graphene (TLG)
(a) and ABA-pentalayer graphene (b) with mirror symmetry
about the middle layer denoted by the red line (plane). Under
mirror symmetry A1 ↔ A3, B1 ↔ B3, whereas the middle
layer remains invariant for ABA-TLG.
graphene’s electronic properties [10–12]. One such
stacking configuration is the ABA-stacked multilayer
graphene. In this configuration, each layer has the
same in-plane projection as its next nearest neighbor-
ing layer, implying that all next nearest layers are ex-
actly aligned but vertically displaced. Additionally, each
nearest neighboring layer is Bernal stacked, such that
half of the atoms in alternate layers lie directly over
the center of the hexagon while the other half lie di-
rectly over the atom in the nearest neighboring layer
(see Fig. 1 (a) & (b)). It follows that the even and
odd layer stacks belong to different symmetry groups.
Even N-layer ABA-multilayer graphene stacks are inver-
sion symmetric (i.e. ~r → −~r), whereas odd N-layer ABA-
multilayer graphene stacks satisfy mirror reflection sym-
metry (i.e. (x, y, z) → (x, y,−z)). Therefore, the energy
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2bands of odd N-layer graphene sheets can be classified
in terms of their parity (η = ±) with respect to mirror
reflection [9]. Furthermore, because of this lattice sym-
metry, the Hamiltonian of odd N-layer ABA-multilayer
graphene becomes block diagonal in terms of the parity
eigenstates.
To make the discussion more precise, consider the
simplest mirror symmetric 2D Dirac semi-metal: ABA-
trilayer graphene (TLG). ABA-TLG is invariant under
the D3h point group, which includes mirror symmetry
about the middle layer. From now on we denote the in-
equivalent atomic sites of the ith graphene layer by Ai
and Bi. The lattice stacking is such that only half of the
sub-lattice sites in each layer (B1, A2, B3) have a near-
neighbor in the adjacent layer, whereas the other half
(A1, B2, A3) don’t have a near neighbor in the adjacent
layers (see Fig. 1 a). Under mirror symmetry the sub-
lattices on the top layer are interchanged with the sub-
lattices in the bottom layer, ψA1 ↔ ψA3 and ψB1 ↔ ψB3 ,
whereas the sub-lattices of the middle layer remain un-
changed, ψA2 ↔ ψA2 and ψB2 ↔ ψB2 .
In general, the mirror symmetry operator M can be
expressed as a rotation by pi with the axis of rotation
perpendicular to the mirror plane, followed by an inver-
sion. This gives M = PD(pi), where P is the inversion
operator which sends ~r → −~r, and D(pi) is the rotation
operator which acts on the internal degrees of freedom
such as spin. For spinless particles, this rotation ma-
trix acts trivially and is equal to the identity matrix.
The mirror symmetry operator satisfies M2 = 1 with
eigenvalues ±1, corresponding to the even and odd par-
ity. For ABA-TLG the sub-lattice orbital combinations
A± = (A1 ± A3)/
√
2 and B± = (B1 ± B3)/
√
2, form
the irreducible representations of this mirror symmetry.
A± and B± have +(−) even (odd) parity with respect to
this mirror symmetry, while the middle layer A2 and B2
orbitals have even parity [10, 13].
Therefore, the Hamiltonian for ABA-TLG can be sepa-
rated into contributions from even and odd parity Hamil-
tonians, H = H−⊗H+ [13]. The energy bands of the odd
parity orbitals (A−, B−) belong to the class of gapped
Dirac-like dispersion with,
H− = ~v(σˆxpix + τzσˆypiy) +m−σˆz + ∆
2
σˆ0, (1)
where σi’s denote the Pauli matrices and σ0 = I2. Eq. (1)
is acts on the odd-parity spinors, ψ†o,τ = (φ
†
A−,τ , φ
†
B−,τ ),
τ = ± denotes the K(K′) valley in the hexagonal BZ,
~v = 688 meV nm, pii = i∂i − eAi is the momentum
operator in a high magnetic field Bzˆ = ∇×A, satisfying
[pix, piy] = −i/l2B , where lB =
√
~/eB is the magnetic
length. The mass gaps ∆ = 27 meV andm− = 3 meV are
determined by the remote inter-layer hopping parameters
and energy differences between stacked and non-stacked
atoms [14].
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FIG. 2. a) Energy dispersion of ABA-TLG at E⊥ = 0 (solid
line) and E⊥ = 40meV (dashed line). The semi-metallic
phase requires |∆| > (m+ +m−). (b) Landau level spectrum
of ABA-TLG. In both figures red represents the odd parity
electrons and blue denotes the even parity electrons and the
black dotted line denotes the Fermi energy at the CNP. The
dotted and solid lines denote different valleys (sub-lattices for
the zLLs). At neutral charge density (ν = 0) the even parity
filling factor is ν+ = 2, while the odd parity filling factor is
ν− = −2.
The even parity orbitals (A+, B2, A2, B+), exhibit a
band dispersion similar to gapped bilayer graphene. At
low-energies the orbitals A2 and B+ are pushed to high
energies due to the direct inter-layer hopping γ1 ∼
0.31 eV. The resulting low-energy even parity Hamil-
tonian [15], H+ acts on the even-parity spinors ψ†e,τ =
(φ†A+,τ , φ
†
B2,τ
) [13],
H+ = −~
2v2√
2γ1
(
σˆx(pi
2
x−pi2y)+τzσˆy{pix, piy}
)
+m+σˆz−∆
2
σˆ0,
(2)
here {...} denotes the anti-commutator with m+ = 8
meV [14]. To ensure the semi-metallic FS topology (see in
Fig 2 a), electron-hole band overlap at the CNP requires
|∆| > (m− +m+) at zero displacement field, E⊥ = 0.
The LL spectrum of ABA-TLG, plotted in Fig 2 b,
shows that only the energies of the zeroth (N = 0) LLs,
are magnetic field independent [13, 14]. The odd and
even parity zLLs, including the spin and valley degener-
acy, have four and eight flavor components respectively.
A common feature of H+ is the additional degeneracy
associated with the n = 0, 1 LL orbitals in the even par-
ity zLLs [16]. These even-parity zLL orbitals are further
split by ∆LL ∼ 0.24B meV [17]. Additionally, lack of
inversion symmetry in ABA-TLG breaks the valley de-
generacy. The valley splitting is determined by the mass
terms m+(m−), for the even and odd parity zLLs, respec-
tively. Due to the energy gap, ∆˜ = ∆− (m+ +m−) > 0,
the odd-parity zLLs (denoted by red) lie above the even-
parity zLLs (denoted by blue).
The FS topology of ABA-TLG at the CNP (defined
as ν = ν+ + ν− = 0) implies that above a very weak
3critical magnetic field ν− = −2 and ν+ = +2 (includ-
ing spin degeneracy), where νη denotes the filling factor
of the η-parity zLLs). The edge states associated with
the even-parity electron and odd-parity hole-zLLs flow
in opposite directions, as depicted in Fig. 3 (a) & (b).
The counter-propagating edges modes at ν = 0 are asso-
ciated definite parity, which we call this the parity Hall
effect. One consequence of this state is that σxy = 0 along
with a quantized two-terminal longitudinal conductivity
σxx = 4e
2/h. Mirror symmetry prohibits back-scattering
of the counter-propagating even and odd parity branches
ensuring the quantization of σxx. This phase and its bro-
ken symmetry counterparts have been detected in dual-
gate ABA-TLG samples [18].
To proceed further, it is advantageous to express
the zLL wavefunctions in the charge conjugation basis.
Charge conjugation symmetry is defined as,
C†ηH?η(e)Cη = −Hη(−e), (3)
where Cη the charge conjugation symmetry operator is
a unitary matrix, and e is the electron charge. It is easy
to verify that for the odd parity Hamiltonian H−, the
charge conjugation operator is: C− = σˆyσˆz, while for
the even parity Hamiltonian H+, the charge conjugation
operator is: C+ = σˆy. So as long as the mirror symmetry
is preserved, [M, Cη] = 0. One consequence of Eq. 3 is
that, if |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of Hη with an eigenvalue
Eη and charge e, then Cη|ψ〉? is also an eigenstate with
the eigenvalue −Eη and charge −e. As we see below, this
charge conjugation symmetry provides a natural basis for
the many-body wavefunctions in the parity Hall state.
In the symmetric gauge, A = B/2(−y, x, 0), the even
parity n = 0 orbital zLL electron-like and hole-like states
in the charge conjugation basis become,
〈z|l,+, B2〉 = zle− 14 |z|2 , 〈z|l,+, A+〉 = (z?)le− 14 |z|2 ,
(4)
where the electron-like states is localized on B2 and the
hole-like state is localized on A+, z = (x+ + iy+)/lB de-
notes the position of the even parity electrons and l is
the angular momentum quantum number. The hole-like
state in Eq. 4 is calculated by applying C+ to the con-
jugate of the even parity electron-like zLL wavefunction:
|l,+, B2〉?. Similarly, the odd-parity zLL hole-like and
electron-like wavefunctions can be expressed as,
〈w|l,−, A−〉 = (w?)le− 14 |w|2 , 〈w|l,−, B−〉 = wle− 14 |w|2 ,
(5)
which resides purely on the orbital A− and B− orbitals
respectively, w = (x− + iy−)/lB denotes the position of
the odd parity electrons.
The holomorphic and anti-holomorphic nature of the
even and odd parity zLL lead to a Laughlin like class of
correlated states [2], with fractional filling |ν±| = 1/m(m
a) b)) )
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FIG. 3. a) and b) Edge dispersion of the ν = 1 + (−1) frac-
tional parity Hall state, the counter-propagating edge currents
flows due to particle-hole fluctuations in the even (blue) and
odd (red) parity zLLs. Counter-propagating edge states of
the fractional parity Hall effect in the two-terminal c) and
Hall bar d) measurement setup.
odd) at the CNP (ν = ν+ + ν− = 0),
Ψ0 =
∏
i<j
(zi − zj)m(w?i − w?j )m
∏
k
e−
1
4 (|zk|2+|wk|2). (6)
The correlated wavefunction above satisfies mirror sym-
metry at ν = 0, which requires invariance under zi ↔ w?i .
The elementary excitations of Ψ0, consists of a pair of
quasi-electron/hole within each parity sector with frac-
tional charge e?± = ν±e [19]. These excitations can be
created by introducing an infinitesimal unit flux quanta
at the position x0 [19] with
∏
i(zi − x0)(w?i − x0)Ψ0.
Ψ0 is the zero-energy eigenstate of the model Hamil-
tonian, H = Vl,ηP
η,i
i,j with l = (m − 1)/2, where Vl,η
is the well-known Haldane pseudo-potential and P η,li,j is
the projection operator on relative angular momentum
l, for η = ± parity zLL [20, 21]. This model Hamil-
tonian will coincide with the effective Hamiltonian at
partial fillings as interactions, given by the energy scale
e2/lB ∼ (54/)
√
B meV, renormalize the single-particle
gap ∆˜ [22]. In this case, the interaction induced gap,
∆e−e can be estimated from previous studies of the frac-
tional quantum Hall effect in graphene, for the ν = 1/3
state ∆e−e ∼ 0.035e2/lB = (1.9/)
√
B meV [23]. The
phase diagram for the fractional parity Hall effect and the
hierarchy of counter-propagating fractional states will be
discussed elsewhere [24].
The topological properties and excitations can be cap-
tured by the effective theory of the fractional parity Hall
effect. It can be derived by performing the duality trans-
formation [25] on the Chern-Simons Landau Ginzburg
(CSLG) action [26–28] describing the charge conjugate
Laughlin state Ψ0 (see supplemental section). The field
theory is described by the effective Lagrangian,
L = −ηeµνρAµ∂νbηρ − ηeθηφ0µνρbηµ∂νbηρ − Jηµjηµ + · · · ,
(7)
4where ν = 0, 1, 2, η = ± and Einstein’s summation con-
vention is implied. The gauge fields bµ and Aµ denote to
the Chern Simons (CS) statistical and electromagnetic
gauge fields, θη = ηmpi is the parameter angle related to
the individual filling factor |ν±| and φ0 = hc/e is the flux
quantum. The even and odd quasiparticle currents, given
by jµη , couple to the CS gauge field current J
η
ν = 2pib
η
µ,
carry fractional charge e?± = ν±e and obey fractional
statistics. The ground state degeneracy of L on a closed
surface of genus g is mg × mg, due to the contribution
from each parity sector [29]. In Eq. 7, mirror symmetry
at ν = 0, given by bη → b−η and η → −η, implies that
σxy = 0. However, as we show below the fractional parity
Hall state exhibits a fractionally quantized two-terminal
longitudinal conductance.
Now, we turn to the question of the precise longitudi-
nal quantization of the charge conjugate Laughlin state.
For the non-interacting m = 1 charge conjugate Laugh-
lin state, the edge excitations can be described in terms
of single particle-hole excitations of the edge modes (see
Fig. 3. The edge excitations consist of one-dimensional
counter-propagating even and odd parity electron modes.
In the presence of interactions, and for m > 1 this single-
particle description fails and the edge states must be de-
fined as one dimensional bosonic density excitations [30]
along the edge. In terms of the bosonic field φη, the
imaginary time action of the edge modes for Ψ0 is given
by,
S0 =
1
4pi|ν±|
∑
η=e,o
∫
dxdτ∂xφη(iη∂τ + v∂x)φη, (8)
where the edge charge density is given by ρη(x) =
1/(2pi)∂xφη. The first terms encodes the Kac-Moody
commutation relations [φη(x), φη′(x
′)] = ipiνηsgn(x −
x′)δη,η′ . We assume the velocity parameter v, determined
by the intra-edge interactions and edge potential, is the
same for both edge modes. Short-ranged inter-edge in-
teractions, which can be expressed as,
Sint =
vd
2pi|ν±|
∫
dxdτ∂xφe∂xφo, (9)
result in equilibration of the edge modes. Their effect
can be captured by diagonalizing the action S = S0 +
Sint. This is done by introducing chiral bosonic fields,
ϕL(R) = a∓φe + a±φo with a± = (γ ± 1)/(2√γ) where
γ =
√
v+/v− and v± = v±vd. In terms of the chiral fields
ϕL(R) the bosonized imaginary time action becomes,
S =
1
4pi|ν±|
∑
α=L(R)
∫
dxdτ
[
∂xϕα(isgn(α)∂τ + u∂x)ϕα
]
(10)
where u =
√
v+v− =
√
v2 − v2d and sgn(α) = ± for
the R(L) chiral fields. In terms of the chiral fields the
edge modes of Ψ0 are just two decoupled chiral Luttinger
liquids [31].
The one dimensional edge current is obtained from con-
tinuity equation, IL(R) = ϕ˙L(R)/(2pi). When coupled to
the electric potential S → S + ∫ dxdτρ(x)V , the trans-
port characteristics of S can be calculated in linear re-
sponse [31]. Consider the chiral edge modes flowing be-
tween two-reservoirs at different chemical potentials, as
indicated in Fig. 3 (c). Using the Kubo formula for con-
ductivity the current flowing along the top is given by,
It = g(V1 − V2) and at the bottom Ib = g(V2 − V1) with
g = |ν±|e2/h. This gives the net current,
I = It − Ib = 2|ν±|e
2
h
(VL − VR), (11)
resulting in two-terminal conductance G = 2|ν±|e2/h,
independent of the velocity. It is then straightforward
to generalize the above results to calculate the resistance
in a Hall bar geometry, see Fig. 3 (d). Using the multi-
terminal Landuer-Buttiker theory for a Hall bar geom-
etry, with a voltage applied between leads 1 and 4, we
find zero Hall resistance, R14,26 = 0, and a fractionally
quantized longitudinal resistance, R14,14 = h/(2|ν±|e2).
The effect of random edge disorder can be character-
ized by a localization length. This localization length
has a power-law dependence on the strength of the disor-
der [31]. It determines the sample dimensions for which
the quantized longitudinal conductivity can be observed.
If the distance between the leads in Fig. 3 is smaller than
the localization length, the system will be equivalent to
a disorder-free system and the conductance will be given
by (11). For rough edges, sharp local gates can be used
to move the physical edge inside the sample thus preserv-
ing the requirement of mirror symmetry along the sample
edges.
The fractional parity Hall states proposed here can be
detected in Hall measurements. With the chemical po-
tential pinned to the charge neutrality point, the individ-
ual filling factors ν± = 2pin±l2B ∝ 1/B can be modified
by increasing the magnetic field. As the field is increased,
plateaus in the longitudinal conductivity at 2|ν±|e2/h
should appear at certain fractional fillings |ν±| = 1/m in
each parity sector, for sufficiently clean samples. Since
the parity Hall states require mirror symmetry they are
gate tunable. At other partial fillings, exchange interac-
tions will lead to a large class of magnetically ordered
states. Such a state will exhibit spin-polarized counter-
propagating edge modes with a gate tunable fractionally
quantized longitudinal resistance.
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